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Please keep safe and follow official UK and Scottish Government information and advice.

The Newsletter of Trust Housing Association – Spring Special Edition

Housing, Care &
Support Provider

Reassuring the Trust housing community 
Many of us are coming to terms with a very different 
world as the spread of Coronavirus continues. It can be 
a worry and a challenge to live with a new reality.

Our Trust staff team have risen brilliantly to the events of 
recent days and I want to say to everyone – we are all in 
this together.

I continue to work with our senior management team 
on a daily basis to make sure that we are able to deliver 
high quality housing and services even in unprecedented 
times. We will continue to provide regular updates from 
head office to all staff and tenants.

Helping those most in need
The core services we provide, including essential 
repairs and maintenance and care and support services 
in some developments, will continue. Some recent 
changes we have had to make include:

• Development staff, where fit and able, will continue 
to work as normal. However, there is an increased 
risk of illness amongst our staff teams. If this 
happens, we may need to reduce working hours 
and adjust shift patterns. We also have a team of 
Trust ‘volunteers’ – people who normally work in our 
offices but will be coming out to supplement local 
teams to protect our service to tenants as best we 
can.

• We have had to suspend the allocation of properties 
for now – but this will be kept under review.

• In line with government guidance, we have closed 
our offices and home working arrangements are in 
place for our office staff.

• For tenants phoning into our office number, we are 
able to redirect calls to our expert teams who will be 
working from home. Although please do bear with us 
if, initially, this service does not run quite as smoothly 
as we would all like.

• We will be prioritising emergency repairs and 
maintenance.

• For any tenants concerned about making rent 
payments please contact us. We have ensured there 
are trained Trust staff available to advise and support 
you.

This information will be updated on a regular basis. 

Keeping all tenants and staff safe
I know we are all watching the news and social media 
intently for new advice and updates which are changing 
on a daily basis. 

Trust cannot provide medical advice so we recommend 
following official UK and Scottish Government 
information and advice.

Staying in touch
We will be updating information regularly on our website 
at www.trustha.org.uk and for staff on our internal 
intranet / iTrust. There will also be a Q&A document for 
tenants / staff which will be updated regularly.

This is a challenging time for us all. I want to thank 
everyone in our Trust staff team for all that they are doing 
– and also you, our tenants and customers – for your 
understanding.

Rhona McLeod 
CEO

Message 
from Trust 
Chief 
Executive
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High Five Coronavirus

2  Money Advice  
If you are struggling or worried about money due coronavirus 
or any other reasons, see pages 4-10 for an important update 
from Aisha Nadeem, our Welfare Benefits Officer.

5  Fraud Awareness  
 As the whole country practices social distancing and many people are in isolation, scammers may 
be stepping up efforts to exploit people, particularly the elderly and vulnerable. We’ve put together 
a list of some examples of the different types of scams that have been reported in the UK amid the 
outbreak, and some advice about how to protect yourself against them (Pages 11-12).

High Five

1       Coronavirus  
A summary of the current UK and Scottish Government 
advice on Coronavirus to keep us all safe and protect the 
NHS.
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If you would like to receive 
Trust Talk by email rather 
than a hard copy, please 

let us know:
Mcomms@trustha.org.uk

 @Trust_Housing

You’ll notice that we’ve laid out Trust Talk slightly different for this edition. 
We are all staying at home to help protect the NHS and save lives. So the 
first half of this edition is focused on health and wellbeing during these difficult 
times – we’ve included some extra leisure content like recipes, puzzles and 
ideas for entertainment at home. We have also included important advice and 
service updates relating to coronavirus on pages 3-12.

You can continue to contact our headquarters in Edinburgh by phoning 0131 
444 1200 or by emailing info@trusta.org.uk.
Remote staff will be available during working hours - Monday to Thursday 
9am to 5pm and Friday 9am to 3:45pm. If you need to contact us urgently 
out of hours please contact a member of onsite staff (if applicable) or call 
Hanover (Scotland) on 0345 604 4686.

Coronavirus can affect anyone, but people 
with pre-existing health conditions and older 
people are thought to be at greater risk of 
developing severe symptoms.

The UK and Scottish Government are advising 
everyone – regardless of age, to stop all non-
essential contact with others to help stop 
the spread of the virus and protect the most 
vulnerable. We should now be:

• staying home; 

• only leaving for 1 form of exercise per day;

• only leaving for essential supplies (like food or 
medicine);

• avoiding all unnecessary travel;

• only leaving to provide essential support to 
another person or if you are an ‘essential 
worker’ and cannot work from home; and 

• when we are outside, we should be avoiding 
crowds and practicing social distancing, 
which means staying 2 metres apart from 
another person who is not part of your 
household.

These are the basic measures which currently 
apply to everyone at time of print - please keep 
updated with current government guidelines. 

Staying inside is particularly important for 
people over 70 and those with underlying 
health conditions who are at higher risk of 
devloping more severe symptoms. 

We appreciate the help you may need from family 
and friends to provide essential services, like care 
or support, shopping or medication deliveries. 
They can continue to access your home to 
deliver these tasks but need to observe the 
recommended hand hygiene and limit their visits 

to as short a time as possible, only to undertake 
the essential tasks.

What is Shielding?
Around 1.5m people at the greatest risk of 
complications, such as patients having treatment 
for cancer or people on immunosuppressant 
therapy, are being asked to isolate at home for 
12 weeks to protect themselves - a measure 
called shielding. The NHS will be issuing more 
information to those affected.

If you think you are in this highest risk category 
and have not received a letter from the NHS, get 
in touch with your GP by phone or online. 

If at any point you are worried, concerned 
or need help, let us know. Tenants in staffed 
developments can use the intercom to speak 
with staff while they are present. Out of hours 
and in an emergency, the intercom can still be 
used to speak with Hanover Telecare. For all 
tenants, you can call 0131 444 1200 for advice 
and information. 

Remember to:
• Wash your hands regularly and 

for 20 seconds;

• Use a tissue for coughs;

• Avoid touching your face;

• Stay safe by following the advice 
to stay home;

• Use the telephone or online 
services to contact your GP or 
other essential services.

Development News 
Take a look at the collection of photos and stories that were  
shared by tenants from earlier in the year. Lets remind ourselves 
of the fun we normally get up to at social activities!

4  Lets Stay Healthy  
Right now, we all need to stay indoors for health and safety 
which can take its toll on our physical, mental and emotional 
health. So we’ve included some tips to help keep you 
healthy, happy and in good spirits during this difficult time.
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Rent and 
Covid-19
The Coronavirus pandemic will go down in 
history as one of the most challenging periods of 
modern-day life, with unprecedented measures 
to try and slow its spread and save lives. 

At Trust Housing we recognise that this challenge 
is exceptionally difficult for all of us in a huge 
number of ways with every day bringing new 
obstacles to overcome.

We understand that many are struggling to sort 
out a myriad of issues from finances to doing 
the weekly shop. Likewise, we are trying hard to 
continue to deliver the best service we can. 

From a financial perspective, we are acutely 
aware that people are either losing their jobs 
or working reduced hours, resulting in smaller 
incomes coming into the home. 

We want to reassure our tenants that we are 
aware of this and want to work with our tenants 
affected and also help in the following ways…

If you are worried about rent arrears or 
need some advice, please contact the Rent 
Team on 0131 444 1200 who will be happy 
to hear from you. You can also email 
info@trustha.org.uk. 

For more complex benefits issues, we can 
refer you to our Welfare Benefits Officer, Aisha 
Nadeem who will be triaging cases and calling 
tenants back as soon as possible. 

We are committed to ensuring that we provide 
advice and support to anyone who finds 
themselves in financial hardship as a result of the 
pandemic.  

We will work with you to find an arrangement that 
you can manage. When the country gets back 
to normal, we can review this arrangement and 
agree a way for the arrears to be cleared over a 
longer period of time than we’d usually agree to. 

If you are not sure how to pay your rent 
when you cannot get out to the bank, 
Post Office or Paypoint you can by: 

-  Direct Debit - just call the Rent Team, 
you can set up a new direct debit by 
phone. 

-  Phone - you can pay by card, just call the 
Rent Team. 

-  Telephone/Internet banking - call the 
Rent Team for details and we will confirm 
your tenancy reference number.  

-  Allpay App - Just let the rent team know 
if you need a new Allpay card to pay your 
rent with. 

It is important to note that the government have 
announced emergency legislation to suspend 
new evictions from social and private rented 
accommodation during the coronavirus crisis. 
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Council Tax 
Reduction
If you are now on benefits, you may be entitled to 
help with your Council Tax – please contact your 
local authority to find out more.

Energy
If you are self-isolating or recovering from 
Coronavirus (COVID-19), this will mean you may 
not be able to leave your home. This can be a 
problem if you have a pre-payment meter, which 
requires you to go to the shop to top-up. Different 
energy suppliers will have their own ways of 
dealing with this. If you or anyone in your home 
has any underlying health conditions, you should 
also contact your energy supplier to let them 
know. They will add you to the Priority Service 
Register, which will give you extra support should 
you need it. If you are self-isolating, you should 
contact your energy company as soon as you 
become aware of an issue to do with your prepay 
meter, as some of the solutions can take a few 
days. 

Other advice on energy related issues can also 
be found here:

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/coronavirus-
covid-19/coronavirus-covid-19-and-your-
energy-supply

Other Useful
Advice 
For advice about your finances you can 
contact the Money Advice Service on 0800 
138 7777 or visit moneyadviceservice.
org.uk/en/articles/coronavirus-what-it-
means-for-you  

If you are online, visit the website below for 
advice about your rights and help you may 
be entitled to; 

https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/
news/2020/03/uk-coronavirus-help-
and-your-rights/ 

Should you find yourself with no income 
due the impact of Coronavirus (COVID-19), 
if you do not already claim benefits, you 
may be eligible to apply for Universal 
Credit to help you pay your rent. You 
can find out more about Universal 
Credit and eligibility: https://www.
understandinguniversalcredit.gov.uk/
coronavirus/ 

There is also further information 
for people affected by Coronavirus 
(COVID-19), including information about 
eligibility for Statutory Sick Pay on the 
UK Government website: https://
www.gov.uk/government/news/
coronavirus-support-for-employees-
benefitclaimants-and-businesses

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/coronavirus-covid-19/coronavirus-covid-19-and-your-energy-supply
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/coronavirus-covid-19/coronavirus-covid-19-and-your-energy-supply
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/coronavirus-covid-19/coronavirus-covid-19-and-your-energy-supply
http://moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/articles/coronavirus-what-it-means-for-you
http://moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/articles/coronavirus-what-it-means-for-you
http://moneyadviceservice.org.uk/en/articles/coronavirus-what-it-means-for-you
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/news/2020/03/uk-coronavirus-help-and-your-rights/
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/news/2020/03/uk-coronavirus-help-and-your-rights/
https://www.moneysavingexpert.com/news/2020/03/uk-coronavirus-help-and-your-rights/
https://www.understandinguniversalcredit.gov.uk/coronavirus/
https://www.understandinguniversalcredit.gov.uk/coronavirus/
https://www.understandinguniversalcredit.gov.uk/coronavirus/
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/coronavirus-support-for-employees-benefitclaimants-and-businesses
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/coronavirus-support-for-employees-benefitclaimants-and-businesses
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/coronavirus-support-for-employees-benefitclaimants-and-businesses
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/coronavirus-support-for-employees-benefitclaimants-and-businesses
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i. New-style ESA for those directly affected 
by COVID-19 or self-isolating according to 
government advice is payable from Day 1 
rather than Day 8.

ii. People who need to claim Universal Credit 
if they are directly affected by COVID-19 
or are self-isolating will be able to do so 
without attending the Jobcentre

iii. The Minimum Income Floor (an assumed 
level of income) will be ‘temporarily 
relaxed’ for those claiming Universal Credit 
who are self-employed during the duration 
of the outbreak for those directly affected 
by COVID-19 or self-isolating.

7. The Self-Employed Income Support 
Scheme was announced. This means the 
government will pay the self-employed a 
grant of 80% of their average monthly profits 
over the last 3 years - up to £2,500 a month, 
to help them cope with coronavirus crisis. 
Support will initially last three months. You 
must have a tax return for 2018/2019 to be 
eligible. This is open to anyone with trading 
profits up to £50,000 and it will cover 95% of 
self-employed people. Those eligible will be 
contacted by HMRC – do not contact them. 
Access to scheme should be no later than 
June 2020 until then if you require immediate 
help then you will need to claim Universal 
credit.

8. The self-employed may be able to claim ESA 
New Style and Universal Credit. Those 
already on Housing Benefit and Council Tax 
Reduction will need to inform of a change of 
income. 

9. Small businesses owners can also access 
the business support grant from your local 
authority. Grants starting from £10,000 are 
available if you are a small business owner. 
For more information contact https://
www.mygov.scot/non-domestic-rates-
coronavirus

10. People will be able to claim Universal 
Credit and access advance payments online 
without the current requirement to attend 
the jobcentre. Please note that advance 
payments are interest free loans which needs 
to be paid back.

11. An increase to the Universal Credit 
standard allowance and Working Tax Credit 
basic element by £20 per week for one year 
from 6 April 2020; An increase in the Local 
Housing Allowance rates for private renters 
claiming Universal Credit housing element or 
Housing benefit so they are set at the 30th 
percentile of market rents.
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COVID-19 
Benefits 
Update 

From Aisha Nadeeem, 
Welfare Rights Officer

With the government 
estimating that a fifth 
of the working age 
population could be off 
work due to the spread 
of the virus over the next 
few months, they are 
going to put in place 
temporary measures to 

help people access money. 

Please note due to the fast-changing 
situation regarding Covid-19, this advice 
may become outdated. Always check the 
websites linked below or get in touch for 
further advice. This advice was accurate 
from the 27th of March 2020.

1. Statutory Sick Pay entitlement to be 
temporarily extended. The government 
has already announced that people who are 
off sick because of the coronavirus will be 
able to claim Statutory Sick Pay (if they are 
employed and entitled) from Day 1 rather 
than Day 4 for those who have COVID-19 
or must self-isolate in accordance with 
government guidelines.

2. Statutory Sick Pay entitlement will be 
temporarily widened to cover individuals 
who are unable to work because they have 
been advised to self-isolate and those 
who are caring for those within the same 
household who display COVID-19 symptoms 
and have been told to self-isolate.

3. Statutory Sick Pay is £94.25 (increasing 
to £95.85 in April) per week. Employed 
claimants with little other resources will need 
to make claims for Universal Credit for help 
with housing costs and council tax reduction.

4. The Coronavirus Job Retention scheme. 
The Government have introduced this 
scheme for any employer who is considering 
redundancies, lay offs or short time working 
due to the coronavirus outbreak. As an 
alternative to redundancy, lay offs or short 
time working, they can designate employees 
as 'furlough'. The employer can then claim a 
grant of up to 80% of the employment costs 
for each furloughed employee up to a cap of 
£2,500 per employee per month.

5. The government has also increased 
funding in the Scottish welfare fund. If 
you are in a crisis and require immediate 
assistance, please contact you local 
authority to request a crisis grant or 
community care grant.

6. Those not entitled to Statutory Sick Pay – for 
example, those who are self-employed and 
those whose earnings are below the Lower 
Earnings Limit (£118 per week) would have to 
claim Contributory (New Style) Employment 
and Support Allowance and/or Universal 
Credit. The Budget today announced 
measures to help claim these benefits 
quicker. 
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Welfare 
Benefits 
Service

Trust employs a Benefits Officer to support 
applicants and tenants to maximise their income 
and apply for all the benefits they are entitled to. 
We offer free, confidential and impartial advice 
and assistance with the claim process. 

The Welfare Benefits Officer is Aisha Nadeem.

Local staff have been given training by Aisha and 
can help with any queries you have regarding 
benefits etc.

If you would like more information on benefits 
please speak with your local staff or contact 
Aisha directly:

Office Direct Line: 0131 444 4969

Mobile: 07899 987 769
(please only call between 9am and 5pm, Monday to 
Thursday and between 9am and 3.45pm Friday). 

Email: anadeem@trustha.org.uk

The Easy 
Guide to 
Benefits for 
the 60+ 
Many older people are still not sure what they are 
entitled to and miss out on a great deal. The Easy 
Guide to Benefits for the 60+ has been produced 
by Trust Housing Association.  

The guide explains the most commonly received 
benefits in straightforward, easy to understand 
language.  This will help older people to know 
who is entitled to receive these benefits and 
which of them they are eligible to apply for.  

Copies of the guide will be available from April 
in development lounges or alternatively you can 
download a copy from www.trustha.org.uk.

Covid-19 is affecting the income of many individuals across Scotland and this is therefore a 
busier than usual time for Aisha who is focusing on answering calls and helping with claims 
which are essential to rent payments and tenants having enough money to live on due to 
the Covid-19 impact. This may slow down response times to those calls relating to non-
essential claims but please be patient and we’ll help as soon as we can.
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Consultation on what you’ll 
pay from April 2020
Thank you to everyone who responded to the recent consultation on the rent and food increase and 
energy costs freeze. We were delighted that almost 500 tenants replied, with a variety of opinions. 

We were very pleased that we could offer an increase that was lower than we’d originally planned 
due to the benefits from the Wishaw transfer. The proposed increase only keeps us abreast of the 
cost-of-living known as the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Our proposed increase is also lower than 
very many housing providers, with many other tenants across Scotland now facing an increase that 
is higher than inflation. Thankfully, that is not the case at Trust. On this basis, the Board approved 
the proposed increase, while appreciating that many tenants were not in favour of it, as shown in the 
table below:

Factor Proposed  
Increase Yes No N/A or no  

answer

Rent 1.7% 58% 40% 2%

Food 1.7% 17% 15% 68%

Heating with Rent 0.0% 78% 4% 18%

Communal Energy 0.0% 79% 4% 17%

The government has confirmed that the state pension increase for 2020/21 will be 3.9%.

We are aware that rent affordability is very important to all tenants. If you are struggling to pay your 
rent and meet your other living costs, then you might be entitled to benefits to help you financially. 
We're here to help with advice.

The freeze in all energy charges is good news and has a positive impact on the total cost of living in 
many Trust properties. 

We are working with the Marketeers (our tenants’ working group looking at communications and 
marketing) to develop information to help tenants understand just what they are getting for the total 
amount they pay Trust as, for many tenants, it means they have no additional charges for things 
like gardening and window cleaning. These are not always included in the rent charged by other 
organisations, and, when people make comparisons, this can give a distorted impression. 

More information on this will be coming soon.

Money Pages Money Pages
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Benefits Uprating
The annual up rating of benefit payment rates for those aged 65 and over will take effect during  
6th to 13th April 2020. 

Due to the rates changing, you may be entitled to more money. To ensure you are receiving your 
correct and full entitlement, please ask for a benefit check from your local advice centre or speak  
to your coordinator. All rates shown below are weekly rates.

This brief summary is only a rough guide not a statement of law. Further information is available from 
your coordinator or by contacting the Pension Service or your Local Authority Housing and Council 
Tax Benefit Office.

Rates From April 2020 Single Couple

Pension Credit (Guarantee) £173.75 £265.20

Pension Credit  
(Savings age 65 and over) £13.97 £15.62

Entitlement based on Disability Conditions, Income & Savings NOT counted

High Middle Low

Disability Living  
Allowance Care £89.15 £59.70 £23.60

Disability Living  
Allowance Mobility £62.25 N/A £23.60

Attendance Allowance £89.15 N/A £59.70

Personal Independence 
Payments (PIP) Enhanced Standard

Daily Living component £89.15 £59.70

Mobility component £62.25 £23.60
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Fraud: 
Keeping you 
Safe
Another impact of the COVID-19 outbreak that 
the world may experience is a rise in cases of 
fraud. As the whole country practices social 
distancing and many people are in isolation, 
scammers may be stepping up efforts to exploit 
people, particularly the elderly and vulnerable. 

Scams should be the last worry on our minds right 
now, but sadly fraudsters are often opportunists, 
and when health concerns are so prominent, 
people may be letting their guard down. 

We’ve put together a list of some examples of the 
different types of scams that have been reported 
in the UK amid the outbreak, and some advice 
about how to protect yourself against them:

• On the doorstep – criminals may try to target 
the elderly and vulnerable directly on their 
doorstep by offering to do their shopping, 
taking the money and not returning. 

• Online shopping – some people in the UK 
have been ripped off by fraudulent sellers of 
high-demand goods online. People would 
make orders for items such as face masks, 
hand sanitizer and even testing kits, only 
for the items never to arrive. It’s also been 
reported that some fraudsters are going so far 
as selling supposed cures for the disease!

• Government departments – some have 
reported receiving fraudulent emails from what 
appears to be the Department for Education, 
claiming that if they click on the link provided, 
they will receive free money for school meals. 

Some have also reported additional texts from 
the government ordering them to pay fines for 
leaving the house during lockdown!

• Technology – some fraudsters are taking 
advantage of the number of people now 
working from their homes by pretending to 
be from large technology companies such 
as Microsoft. They may claim to want to help 
support or fixing an issue, but they’re really 
after information and money.

• TV licensing – some have also reported a 
fraudulent email stating they need to renew 
their TV license online, when this is not the 
case. TV licencing will always contact you 
via their official email address ‘donotreply@
tvlicensing.co.uk’ so check this if you are 
unsure.

Tips for keeping yourself safe from fraud:
1. Slow down. Scammers want you to act first 

and think later. If the message conveys a 
sense of urgency or uses high-pressure sales 
tactics, be sceptical! Never let their urgency 
influence your careful review.

2. Don’t give out your details. Don’t send money, 
or give out any bank, credit card or password 
information to any unexpected request.

3. Research the facts. Be suspicious of any 
communication you weren’t expecting. If it 
looks or sounds like it is from a company you 
use, do your own research. Use a search 
engine to go to the real company’s site, or a 
phone directory to find their phone number.

4. Don’t let a link be in control of where you 
land. Try not to click on links - stay in control 
by finding the website yourself using a search 
engine to be sure you land where you intend 
to land. Hovering over links in email will show 
the actual URL at the bottom, but a good fake 
can still steer you wrong.
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5. Email hijacking. Hackers and scammers take 
over control of people’s email accounts (and 
other communication accounts). So, even 
when the sender appears to be someone you 
know, if you aren’t expecting an email with 
a link or attachment, check with your friend 
before opening links or downloading.

6. Beware of any download. If you don’t know 
the sender personally and have received a file 
from them, downloading anything could be a 
mistake. Try to verify the sender before making 
any downloads. 

7. Foreign offers are fake. If you receive an 
email from a foreign lottery or sweepstakes, 
money from an unknown relative, or requests 
to transfer funds from a foreign country for a 
share of the money it is guaranteed to be a 
scam.

The over-riding principal is that if you are 
not sure, then check it out first and act with 
caution. 

Allocations 
Due to the Coronavirus outbreak we have suspended allocating properties to reduce risk to our 
tenants, staff and prospective tenants.   This will be kept under review and people can still make 
housing applications and we will still process these, but we won't progress viewings or offers with 
dates of entry meantime. 

Anyone who has been made an offer of housing will still be able to view and accept the property 
offered, but only when the current restrictions are lifted and it is safe to do so.

We appreciate that in some circumstances, tenancies may still need to be terminated. However, we 
would recommend that anyone thinking of ending their tenancy re-consider this during the outbreak.  
Any properties that are in the process of being ended - for example if family or others are helping to 
clear properties - we have 
also advised that this needs 
to be delayed until the current 
restrictions are lifted and it is 
safe to do so.

We will be keeping people 
advised but please do not 
hesitate to contact the 
Allocations Team on 0131 444 
1200, if you need any further 
advice.

Wellbeing at Home 
As we’re all practising social distancing and 
some of us are self-isolating, this is a time where 
you may be feeling lonely or anxious. If we can’t 
spend time outside, we have a harder time 
getting sunshine, Vitamin D and those happy 
chemicals called endorphins.

Though this is a difficult time, there are lots of 
things you can try to help your wellbeing. We’ve 
put together some suggestions and information 
to help you keep up with your loved ones, stay 
busy and maintain a healthy mind.

1. Keep in touch, without the touch!
It can be really hard not being able to spend time 
with your loved ones in person. However, we’re 
lucky enough to have lots of brilliant technology 
enabling contact online. If you can manage, 
why not try doing a video call with the people 
you usually get to see in person using Skype, 
Facebook, Whatsapp or other app? 

Still enjoying a cuppa and a blether, without the 
risk! 

If you aren't 100% sure about how to video call, 
we've included a few websites below with more 
information. Your family and friends may also 
have more time at home to help you over the 
phone.

• https://www.techsilver.co.uk/how-to-
video-call-whatsapp-skype/

• https://www.wikihow.tech/Video-Call-on-
WhatsApp

• https://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Video-
Call-on-PC-or-Mac

Don't worry if you don't have the Internet 
though because, of course, we still have 
the good old fashioned telephone!

Keeping that time for socialising can be 
great for your mental health and stop you 
feeling isolated. If you’re worried about 
running out of things to talk about, why 
not make a plan with someone to watch a 
show or read a book separately, so you can 
discuss it with each other? Remember, you 
are not alone and there are plenty of people 
in the same boat, so keep talking!

You can also try putting extra pictures up 
of the people you care about as a nice 
reminder of the people in your life.

2. Keep the radio on
Another good way to feel like you’re still connected 
is to switch on the radio. You can either listen 
to your favourite music (and maybe have a little 
dance like no one’s watching), or tune into a 
chattier station to listen to some conversation. 

Podcasts: There are a huge number of highly 
entertaining and informative podcasts out there 
to listen to on the internet. You think of a topic, 
and there will be someone out there chatting 
about it. From learning languages to crime and 
children’s bedtime stories, there’s something for 
everyone. Try giving it a Google, or start off by 
visiting www.tunein.com/podcasts. 

There’s also plenty of content on YouTube you 
can browse - try searching for some of those 
old songs you miss… Or this could be a good 
opportunity to listen to a different genre of 
music or learn something new!

Lets Stay Healthy 
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3. Take up a hobby!
Speaking of trying and learning new things, why 
not pick up a hobby to fill the time? Focusing 
your energy on something creative can be really 
good for your mental wellbeing, so why not dig 
out the old paintbrushes or knitting needles? 

Or try scrapbooking, colouring, writing or maybe 
even playing a musical instrument. If you can, try 
and get some plants to put around the house to 
substitute for gardening, they’ll oxygenate the 
room and help improve your mood.

Some activities can be great for your physical 
health too, such as light exercise in your home, or 
maybe some stretches, yoga or a little dance to 
your favourite song. 

We’d love to see what you get up to over the 
coming weeks, so if you have any stories or 
photos you’d like to share of things you’ve made 
or done, please let us know at 
TTalk@trustha.org.uk. 

4. Settle yourself into a routine
With all the changes going on, it can be difficult 
to keep to the routine that you’re used to. If 
you’re struggling to stay productive and manage 
the changes, it could be a good idea to introduce 
a new routine and try to stick to it. Try writing 
down how you plan to spend your time and 
putting it on the wall, so you’re reminded of it 
throughout the day. If you live with others, try to 
agree on a household routine to reduce the risk 
of fall outs. 

Luminate, Scotland’s creative ageing 
organisation, has launched Luminate@Home 
- a series of short films that will be uploaded at 
regular time slots for the next few weeks to help 
people struggling with the loss of a routine. 

They’re designed to be done by an individual at 
home, so could be ideal if you’re looking to fill 
some time by yourself. So far, they’ve covered 
a crafting session lead by a visual artist and a 
dance activity aimed at all fitness levels. They 
have plenty of content lined up, so keep an eye 
on it using this website: 

https://www.luminatescotland.org/
luminateathome. 

5. Try some mindfulness
Practicing mindfulness meditation can help gain 
a better understanding of what’s going on inside 
and outside of ourselves, ultimately to become 
more present in the moment and understand 
ourselves better. 

The technique allows us to stand back from our 
thoughts and start to see their patterns, and 
gradually we can train ourselves to notice when 
our thoughts are taking over. This will help you to 
notice any stress or anxiety you may be feeling 
earlier on, allowing you to manage it better, 
something which can be very beneficial when 
facing challenging circumstances.

We've included some techniques to try on page 
15. For more information, these are taken from 
www.headspace.com/mindfulness - they also 
do guided sessions and have a free app). 
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Mindfulness 
meditation techniques
1. Focused Attention: Likely the most 

common form of meditation, this technique 
uses the breath to anchor the mind and 
maintain awareness. Focus your attention 
on the breath — specifically the rise and 
fall of the chest — and return to the breath 
whenever you get distracted or notice your 
mind starting to wander.

2. Body Scan: This technique, which uses 
meditation to connect with the body, involves 
scanning your body from head to toe and 
being aware of any discomfort, sensations, or 
aches that exist (which could be indicators of 
stress and anxiety).

3. Noting: This is a mindfulness technique 
in which you “note” a particular thought or 
feeling when you become distracted during 
meditation. The practice of noting helps 
to create space and learn more about our 
habits, tendencies, and conditioning.

4. Loving Kindness: Instead of focusing on 
the breath, this technique involves focusing 
on the image of different people: people 
we know, people we don’t; people we like, 
people we don’t. We direct well-wishes and 
goodwill first to ourselves, and then, as a 
ripple effect, to others, which helps us let go 
of unhappy feelings we may be experiencing.

5. Skilful Compassion: Similar to the loving 
kindness meditation technique, this one 
involves focusing on a person you know or 
love and paying attention to the sensations 
arising from the heart. It’s aptly named 
because it’s thought to be helpful in opening 
our hearts and minds for the benefit of other 
people, which in turn fosters a feeling of 
happiness in our own mind.

6. Visualization: This technique uses 
visualization, to focus on a person or 
something more abstract, to hold attention. 
The idea here is that the familiar image will 
help create and maintain a relaxed focus.

7. Resting Awareness: Rather than focusing 
on the breath or a visualization, this technique 
involves letting the mind rest; thoughts may 
enter, but instead of distracting you and 
pulling you away from the present moment, 
they simply leave.

8. Reflection: For this technique, ask yourself 
a question, for example, “What are you most 
grateful for?” (Note that asking yourself a 
question using the second person — you 
— will discourage the intellectual mind from 
trying to answer it rationally.) Be aware of the 
feelings, not the thoughts, that arise when 
you focus on the question. 

Hint: it helps to have somewhere quiet and 
comfortable to sit, and try opening a window 
for some fresh air.

Lets Stay Healthy 
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6. Finally, read your Trust Talk! 
You can try the recipes we’ve included on pages 
17-19, have a go at some of the puzzles in 
the entertainment section, and do some of the 
physical activities we refer to on pages 20-22. 

Staying inside without social contact 
and physical exercise can be tough 
on anyone but it’s particularly hard 
for those who may suffer from any 
mental health conditions. Remember 
to keep in touch with your medical 
professionals and support over the 
phone during this time and follow their 
advice. Your Trust staff are also here to 
support you – please keep in touch. 

Nutrition & 
Eating Well
It’s more important than ever to make sure we 
are eating well and getting the right nutrition every 
day. Eating fresh foods with the right vitamins 
not only helps your immune system, but it can 
also boost brain power and help you feel less 
sluggish!

• For those with the meals service, think about 
other fruits and healthy snacks you can 
incorporate throughout the day - and drink 
plenty water! 

• For those making their own meals, I know its 
not going to be easy in the next few weeks 
when you go into supermarkets and stocks 
are running low but try to be adventurous 
and make the best of what you can get your 
hands on. Take a look at the recipes on the 
next few pages for some ideas.

• If you can, try not to fall back on supermarket 
microwave meals as they are usually (thought 
not always) more unhealthy and full of salts 
and saturated fats. 

• If you are able, try cooking in batches and 
freezing portions so you have healthy meals to 
hand. 

Food is now one of our main sources of 
happiness, wellbeing & comfort. So let's eat 
healthy... and remember to treat ourselves!

We know there are lots of TV shows 
out there with recipes, but if you have 
the internet, you can also try out these 
websites:

www.bbcgoodfood.com

www.jamieoliver.com

www.bbc.co.uk/food

Tip: Jamie Oliver has recently been 
addressing the nation with his new Channel 
4 show 'Keep Cooking & Carry On'. We 
don't know how long this will continue but 
look out for his shows on repeat or watch 
them online while they are available on 
Channel 4's TV Catch Up Service called 
'40d'. Lots of nutritious and flexible recipes 
which allow you to substitute ingredients 
easily!
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Re-purpose that leftover tin from your chopped 
tomatoes or baked beans. We’re using it to 
measure out ingredients. This bread uses no yeast 
(which is hard to get in the shops right now), no 
kitchen scales and is ready in under 45 minutes. 

1 tin plain flour
1 tin wholemeal flour
1 tin milk
1 tsp honey (or sugar)
2 tsp bicarbonate of soda
Pinch salt
Handful of oats

• Preheat the oven to 190°C/375°F/gas 5. 

• Add the flours, milk, honey, bicarbonate of 
soda and salt to a bowl. Mix together with a 
wooden spoon. 

• Add in the oats and combine well. Turn onto a 
floured surface and knead for a minute or two. 
(The mixture is designed to be quite wet, but 
add some extra flour if you find it too sticky.) 

• Shape the dough into a round ball and flatten 
into a disc. Score a cross into the top with 
a knife and bake in the oven for 20 to 25 
minutes or until brown, crisp and hollow 
sounding when tapping the base. 

Lets Stay Healthy 
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Minestrone Soup 

Add any other veg when you’re frying the onions, 
if you’ve got it, like leek, courgette or potato. 

Ingredients

• 4 rashers streaky bacon (optional)

• olive oil

• 1 clove of garlic

• 2 small onions

• 2 bay leaves (optional)

• 2 carrots

• 2 sticks of celery

• 2 large handfuls of seasonal greens (i.e. kale 
or savoy cabbage)

• 1 vegetable stock cube

• 1 x 400g tin chopped tomatoes

• 2 x 400g tins of beans (i.e. cannellini or mixed) 

• 100g dried pasta (any shapes or sizes)

• Parmesan cheese, to serve

Method

1. Put a soup pan on a medium-high heat.

2. Finely slice the bacon, if using, and sprinkle 
into the pan with 1 tablespoon of olive oil, 
stirring occasionally while you prep your veg.

3. Peel and finely chop the garlic and onion, 
adding to the pan with the bay leaves as soon 
as the bacon turns golden.

4. Trim and chop the carrots and celery, adding 
to the pan as you go. Cook for 10 to 15 
minutes, stirring regularly.

5. Crumble in the stock cube, pour in the tinned 
tomatoes, then add 1 tin’s worth of water.

6. Pour in the beans (with their juice) and then 
season.

7. Chop your greens and sprinkle them into the 
pan. Top up with 600ml of boiling kettle water, 
then add the pasta. 

8. Cover and leave to simmer for 10 to 15 
minutes.

9. Serve with some parmesan or other cheese on 
top! 
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Banana Bread Ingredients

• 100g (4oz) butter, softened

• 175g (6oz) caster sugar

• 2 eggs

• 2 ripe bananas, mashed

• 225g (8oz) self-raising flour

• 1 tsp baking powder

• 2 tbsp milk

Method

• Lightly grease a loaf tin and line it with baking 
parchment. 

• Pre-heat oven to 180°C/350°F/Gas Mark 4. 

• Measure all the ingredients into a mixing bowl 
and beat for about 2 minutes - an electric 
mixer is best for this but you can use a 
wooden spoon.

• Spoon the mixture into the tin and bake for 
about 1 hour, until well risen and golden 
brown. A fine skewer inserted in the centre of 
the cake should come out clean.

• Leave the cake to cool and then tuck in! 

Lets Stay Healthy 
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Lets keep 
moving!
It’s good for all of us, no matter how fit, to move 
more often. The benefits of physical activity 
are well known – with positive impacts on our 
physical and mental wellbeing. 

• For those who are not ‘shielding’ or ‘self-
isolating’, we are allowed to go out for exercise 
once a day, this could be a walk or a jog, 
maybe a cycle or taking a dog for a walk. 

This is especially good for our minds – 
seeing different scenery, hearing the different 
sounds of nature, breathing in fresh air and 
releasing endorphins to the brain which 
makes us all feel good. [Just remember to 
follow the hygiene and social distancing 
advice on Page 3]

• If you cannot do any of the above, please 
keep as active as you possibly can… this 
may be getting up and walking around your 
home or sitting in your armchair performing 
exercises. Any movement counts! Just make 
it a routine each day. Perhaps move that TV 
remote or phone a little further away so you 
have to get up.

• If you have a garden, make use of it to do 
some fitness, yoga or stretches – whatever 
you feel comfortable with.

• For those that might miss going to the 
gym, try going on the website below to try 
53 ‘bodyweight’ exercises you can do at 
home: https://www.self.com/gallery/
bodyweight-exercises-you-can-do-at-
home

• If you’re online: type in “home workout video” 
into YouTube and give one a try! If you’re on 
Instagram, try following 'hannahbower2' who 
has come up with some inventive ways to 
keep active at home.

• Don’t have the internet? Tune into BBC 
Breakfast - The Green Goddess - the 
original keep-fit queen of the 80s is making a 
comeback. Eighty-year-old Diana Moran will 
be doing exercises three times a week from 
self-isolation so viewers can follow along at 
home.
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For anyone less mobile, here are a few light ‘chair exercises’ to keep you going. 
Please be careful and safe when you exercise!

Sit to Stand

This is good for leg strength. 

A. Sit on the edge of the chair, feet hip-width apart. Lean slightly forwards. 
B. Stand up slowly, using your legs, not arms. Keep looking forwards, not down.
C.  Stand upright before slowly sitting down, bottom-first. Aim for five repetitions - the slower the better.

Leg Lift

A. Rest your hands on the back of a chair for stability. 
B.  Raise your left leg to the side as far as is comfortable, keeping your back and hips straight. Avoid 

tilting to the right. 
C.  Return to the starting position.
D. Now raise your right leg to the side as far as possible. Raise and lower each leg five times.

Lets Stay Healthy 
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Wall Press Up

A.  Stand at arm’s length from the wall. Place your hands flat against the wall, at chest level, with 
fingers pointing upwards. 

B.  With back straight, slowly bend your arms, keeping elbows by your side. Aim to close the gap 
between you and the wall as much as you can. 

C. Slowly return to the start. Attempt three sets of 5–10 repetitions.

Lets Stay Healthy 

Hoy!
Inverness and Nairn
The tenants from Inverness and Nairn got together 
for a lovely afternoon of Hoy! along with some 
refreshments and cake. Tenants pay their 50p to 
play and the winner takes the pot. Lots of smiles 
throughout the afternoon. Tenants from both 
developments are looking forward to their next 
game – “Eyes down and HOY we go!”

Ten Pin 
Bowling
Lower Kessock Street, Inverness
As part of the weekly “healthier me” meeting 
tenants discuss things they are trying to do to keep 
fit and healthy. Moving more is always top of the 
discussion. This normally provides motivation for 
some light exercises. Some tenants have started 
taking the stairs instead of the lift and going for 
a gentle walk around the block on a nice day. A 
game of carpet bowls inspired a trip to play ten pin 
bowling. It was thoroughly enjoyed by all those that 
attended, and they can't wait to get back to this in 
the future.

Entertainment

We've expanded our entertainment section for this edition to help keep you… well.. 
entertained! 

Development News!
It’s that moment you’ve been waiting for. Some fun pictures from all the social activities tenants had at 
the end of last year and beginning over this year.

Lets Stay Healthy 
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25 years  
with Trust
Muirtown Street, Inverness
It is the 25-year award for Marlene Munro the 
local rep from Muirtown Street in Inverness. 
Marlene Munro started with Trust on a temporary 
basis over 27 years ago, later taking up her 
permanent post at the newly built Muirtown 
Street amenity development. Marlene has 
welcomed many tenants to their new homes, 
including Mrs Chisholm, who still enjoys her flat  
at the development and her visits from Marlene. 

Happy Birthday!
Carmunnock
Mary Belch celebrated her 90th birthday at 
the Carmunnock development. Mary has 
been a tenant at the development longer than 
anyone else. She has been actively involved 
in fundraising and tombola, and has run the 
knitting bee for 27 years. 

Whinnieknowe Gardens, Nairn
Two Nairn tenants celebrated “big” birthdays 
within 3 days of each other at the beginning of 
January. Mary turned 100 and celebrated with 
a family party in the development communal 
lounge. Edna turned 90 and her family travelled 
up to stay with her and help her celebrate in style!

Both ladies then had a second celebration a week 
later with a joint birthday bash in the communal 
lounge which all tenants were invited to.

Clydebank
Tenants Jacqueline Fitzsimmons celebrated her 
65th birthday and Jenny Slater her 90th birthday  
in February at Ramillies Court.

Ravens Court, Motherwell
Phyllis Archibald recently celebrated her 90th 
birthday with family and tenants from Ravens 
Court in Motherwell.
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Netherlee
In November staff and tenants organised a 
surprise birthday/St Andrew's Day Lunch for 
fellow tenant Mrs Jean Steel to celebrate her 90th 
birthday and in December Mrs Lavinia Cassidy 
celebrated her 70th birthday with entertainment 
from Rovin Productions who made it a very funny 
and memorable evening, not only for Lavinia but 
for all family and friends who attended.

Christmas 
Afternoon Tea
South Garden, Lauder
Tenants at Lauder enjoyed a Christmas afternoon 
tea, where they all received a gift from the 
development’s advent calendar. Pictured are Jean 
Landells helping to sell some raffle tickets on the 
afternoon and John Borthwick patiently waiting for 
his tea.

The event was also attended by friends and family. 
£228.32 was raised for the Registered Tenants’ 
Organisation. A big thank you to all who helped on 
the day and for making the cakes and meringues.
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Panto Time!
Bellshill
Tenants from Corson Court had a lovely day at the Panto – ‘Beauty and the Beast’ – in Motherwell at 
the Concert Hall. In the words of Sheepie, ‘its gonna be a belter’.

Christmas  
at Croftfoot
Croftfoot
Tenants, family, friends and staff had a wonderful 
time at Christmas visiting “The Croft” for a three 
course meal. Tenants also enjoyed a visit from 
the Anchor Boys who sang Christmas songs. 
Everyone had a fab time singing along.

Christmas at Nairn
Nairn
Tenants and staff enjoyed two Christmas dinner events at Whinnieknowe Gardens in Nairn: first a visit 
to a lovely local restaurant for dinner at the beginning of December, and later on in the month staff also 
provided an enormous Christmas buffet and raffle in the lounge for all tenants. Margaret and Fiona, 
volunteers from the Seagull Trust boat trips that tenants attend, played some lovely music on their 
accordions.
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Christmas  
in Airdrie
Airdrie
Tenants from Dunrobin Gardens in Airdrie were 
delighted to be invited to a Christmas treat night 
from St Vincent de Paul charity. Tenants and 
staff enjoyed a lovely three-course meal and 
entertainment. All had a very enjoyable time 
and could not thank the charity enough for the 
invitation. The development contributed to the 
charity by handing in raffle gifts from family and 
friends which was much appreciated.

Pictured are Jane, John, Mary, Marie, Margaret 
and John. 

 

Tillicoultry
Tenants enjoyed a day out at Dobbie’s Garden Centre for Christmas shopping and afternoon tea. 

Tillicoultry
Pupils from Tillicoultry nursery and primary school 
visited to entertain with Christmas carols.

Tillicoultry
Rev Alison Britchfield provided the Christmas eve 
service for the tenants. Irene McKie presented her 
with flowers as a thank you for her many visits 
throughout the year.
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Tillicoultry
Tenants enjoyed a meal and a visit from Santa at 
Christmas.

Thornhill
Christmas 2019 at Thornhill did not disappoint, 
with a party with musical entertainment, which 
was a hoot and enjoyed by all, and a lovely meal 
in the development lounge, cooked and served by 
the Burnside tearoom.

Tillicoultry
A massive thank you to the Tilly ladies for 
decorating our tree and including us in the 
Tillicoultry Christmas light switch. 

Festive Fun!Festive Lunch 
& Carols!
Stranraer
Christmas Lunch was organised for all tenants on 
17th December, followed by carol singers. All had 
a great lunch and a lovely time.

Christmas 
Party
Mission Place, Motherwell
There has been a busy social scene at Mission 
Place over the last few months. 

Tommy Twigg returned to entertain the tenants 
at the annual Christmas party in December. 
Everyone enjoyed their Christmas dinner followed 
by much merriment and dancing in the lounge. 
The staff gave a good rendition of 'The Twelve 
days of Christmas' and at one point there was an 
impressive conga going round the floor. During 
December we also had a panto performed in  
the lounge and some budding bakers made  
festive-themed cakes and biscuits. 
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It's a Small World!
Mission Place, Motherwell
Three tenants of Mission Place recently discovered an amazing coincidence while looking through a 
book of old photographs of Motherwell. Robert, June and Flo sit together at mealtimes. They were all 
brought up in Motherwell and they like to chat about old times. Flo mentioned that her father was a 
blacksmith and Robert said his father was also a blacksmith. She pointed out a photo from 1927 of the 
blacksmiths, Anderson Boyes, a maker of coal cutting equipment, and picked out her dad. Robert was 
able to then point out his dad in the same photo. So it turns out that they worked together. In another 
twist of fate, June added that if you look at that back page there’s another photo of a man standing next 
to a butcher's van and that man was June's dad. A small world indeed but what a happy coincidence – 
the next generation being together after their fathers were featured in the same book.

Dancing at Tillicoultry
Line Dancing
Tenants enjoyed an afternoon of music and line 
dancing hosted by Elaine and friends.

St. Andrews Party
Tenants and friends enjoyed a night of singing and 
dancing at their St Andrew's party.
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Tillicoultry
Tenants enjoyed a night of singing and dancing followed by a buffet. Michael Patterson provided the 
entertainment.

Tillicoultry
Tenants enjoyed an afternoon of armchair 
exercises to music with their instructor Kelly.

1st Prize in 
Gardening 
Competition
Callander
This is the third year the Callander development 
has entered the competition: the first year we 
won first prize, the second year we won second 
and in 2019 we won first again. The competition 
covers the whole of Callander. Martin, Annie, and 
Geraldine, to name but a few, have worked hard 
to keep the communal garden looking its best. 
The tenants have spent their own money to buy 
plants and pots. They also put a lot of hard work 
into maintaining the garden throughout the year.

Some tenants find great comfort in gardening 
and also just sitting in the garden can disconnect 
you from worries. The tenants at Callander get 
exercise, company and laughter from the garden.
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Connecting the 
Community
East Calder
St Paul’s nursery children paid another visit to the 
East Calder development to plant bulbs with the 
tenants. The children and the tenants get together 
often to enjoy activities and have singing and 
dancing in the lounge.

Intergenerational 
Visit
Ravens Court, Motherwell
Tenants at Ravens Court recently 
purchased hand-held musical 
instruments to use with the children 
at intergenerational visits. They purchased the 
instruments using money they had received  
from a successful Lottery funding bid.

The children from the Lanarkshire Childminding 
Group, who visit regularly, had great fun joining in 
with the tenants to sing favourite childhood songs 
and play the tambourines, maracas, xylophones 
and hand bells together. 

Dance Day!
Kirk Loan, Edinburgh
One of our tenants’ daughters asked if we would 
be interested in her daughter’s dance group, 
Dynam-nic Dance, putting on a show for us. After 
a long discussion, we decided our lounge was 
too small to have the dancers in so we arranged 
to hire the hall next door. We spoke with our local 
pub who said they would do us a buffet free of 
charge and we also had a donation of biscuits 
from our local Tesco branch. It was decided we 
would hold the event on Saturday 25th January 
and we sent out invites to the other Edinburgh 
developments. 

The day went really well and everyone who came 
along said they had a really great time and the 
dancers were fantastic. 

Dynam-nic Dance said they would love to come 
back and do another show for everyone. 
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Knitting for 
Premature Babies
Dowanhill
Mary McInally is a tenant at Crown Terrace and 
has been knitting woollen hats for premature 
babies, for over 9 years. To begin with the hats 
were donated to the Maternity Unit of the Glasgow 
Royal Infirmary and they now go to the Queen 
Elizabeth University Hospital. Mary was recently 
presented with an award from the Annexe 
Community Centre in Partick for also knitting 
blanket squares that were donated to a variety of 
charities, including one supporting young African 
mothers. Mary says the squares and hats are easy 
to knit and she is happy to be contacted about it 
all through the coordinator at Crown Terrace. She’s 
more than happy to share patterns. 

Beanstalk Nursery 
Visit'
Dunfermline
Staff and tenants at Whitelaw Court have joined 
forces with staff and children from Beanstalk 
Nursery in Dunfermline for Intergenerational 
Sessions. For the initial partnership meeting, a 
collection for The Food Bank was handed over 
to a Food Bank representative. Tenants, staff and 
children are all excited about the new partnership 
and will meet on a regular basis for activities, 
events and even outings. We know the benefits  
for both generations will be massive. 

Board Member Visit
Callander
The Callander development welcomed Board 
Member Ian Crawford for a visit on 10th October 
2019. It was a very positive visit for all involved, 
with friendly discussion. Rene McNabb, who has 
been a tenant for the last 21 years, won the gift 
voucher.

Fish Supper
Airdrie
Tenants from Dunrobin Gardens in Airdrie had a 
fish supper night with piper Andrew Park, who 
played the pipes in Central Station in New York. 
Tenants would love to have Andrew back to the 
development as it was a thoroughly enjoyable 
night.

Pictured are John, Mary, Mandy, Jim, Margaret, 
Jenny, Sheila, John, and piper Andrew.
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Living Streets
Kirk Loan, Edinburgh
Corstorphine residents celebrated success on 
Monday 25th November following the completion 
of works enabling residents to walk more for 
everyday local journeys.

Kirk Loan Residents Association have been 
working with Living Streets Scotland and the 
city council to have improvements made to local 
pavements and streets, meaning many residents 
can now reach the local shops and bus stop more 
easily, instead of feeling isolated in their homes.

Burns Night
Stranraer
Staff members Jeanette, Davida and Maureen 
held a Burns Evening along with tenants and local 
school children, who recited poetry and sang. 
Ryan from Loch Ryan pipe band playing the pipes. 
This was finished by a Scottish finger buffet and a 
dram!

Burns & Chinese 
New Year
Mission Place 
Burns Night and the Chinese New Year come 
round once a year. However, it is only once every 
76 years that these two events occur on the same 
date. 2020 was one of those years and it will not 
happen again until 2096. In honour of this, staff 
and tenants of Mission Place enjoyed a celebration 
of a Chinese Burns Night! Dinner was a choice of 
traditional haggis, neeps and mash or a sweet and 
sour Chinese dish. In a rare event for Scotland, 
the home side won as most diners opted for 
the national dish but still enjoyed some fortune 
cookies and took part in a Burns quiz. Of course 
there was also the obligatory dram and toasting to 
the chieftain o’ the pudding race. 

Burns Lunch
Inverness
Nairn tenants visited the Inverness development 
where they were invited for a Burns Lunch. This 
was followed by a raffle. Thank you to David for a 
delicious lunch – the whole afternoon was enjoyed 
by all! Transport was provided by the Nairn 
Community Minibus and regular volunteer driver 
Dave. Here’s to the next get-together!
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Development News

The benefits 
of 24 years at 
Crown Terrace
Dowanhill
Tenant Iain MacKinnon is 89 years old and about 
to celebrate his 25th year as a tenant at Crown 
Terrace in Dowanhill. He speaks fondly of all the 
tenants and staff he’s met over the years and he 
spent some time reminiscing over the changes 
he’s seen at the development…

Iain moved into his Trust flat back in 1996 when 
we were still known as Kirk Care. It was sheltered 
housing and Iain remembers the religious aspect 
of the development. For example, there were 
church services that were regularly held in the 
lounge on a Sunday, with local ministers attending 
for tenants. Iain was welcomed with a tea party 
when he first moved in which was a great 
opportunity to meet all the tenants. He remembers 
the warden – as they were called in those days – 
who was a district nurse by profession and lived 
on the premises. He moved from a flat in Broomhill 
which was 2 storeys up and a bit unmanageable. 
Whilst his family is in Ayr, he’s Glaswegian at 
heart and has always wanted to stay in his home 
city for retirement. Iain remarks that his flat at 
Crown Terrace has been ideal over the years and 
continuously met all his needs. 

Iain spoke of the days he spent working at the 
Scottish & Newcastle Breweries in Edinburgh and 
the spare time he enjoyed conducting local choirs. 
As a Gaelic singer, he’s even treated the tenants 
to a couple of songs over the years and often likes 
a tune on the piano in the lounge – particularly 
when the laundry is in! Tenants got together at 
the Christmas past to sing carols with Iain on the 
piano. At the Christmas social 2019, Dowanhill 
also celebrated with a special performance from 

the ‘Neilston Strings’ who came in to play their 
ukuleles for everyone’s enjoyment. 

Iain has stayed in the exact same flat, which 
looks out onto gardens and trees, since moving 
in and says he’s never regretted it. He spoke of 
the improvements he’s seen over the years with 
the flats getting upgraded with new kitchens 
and bathrooms. The communal areas also got 
a fresh lick of paint in the summer last year and 
tenants chose some lovely wallpaper for the two 
lounges there.

Interestingly, the current coordinator Iain Kerrigan 
found an old case of sheet music in the attic 
a while ago which was given to the Royal 
Conservatoire of Scotland. It also contained an 
old copy of a newspaper from 31st May 1940, 
the same time as Dunkirk, which tells the story of 
the evacuation of the soldiers. The newspaper is 
now framed in the foyer, alongside an Edwardian 
toy box that was found in storage too. 

On the 40th anniversary of Trust, a memorial 
plaque was designed for Crown Terrace with 
the inscription "to tenants past and present". 
This was placed in the gardens and the local MP 
came along to give a speech – as the longest 
tenant, Iain also enjoyed reminiscing with a few 
words on the day. 

It’s great to hear these stories from one of our 
very valued tenants. 

Christmas Hamper
Tillicoultry
Tenants collected non-perishable foods to make a Christmas hamper which they raffled in aid of Lochies 
School Sauchie. A night of dancing followed with “Elvis” providing the entertainment. The event raised 
£155.

Charity 
Fundraiser
Mission Place, Motherwell
In a fantastic joint effort tenants, staff, friends, family 
and the local befriender group came together 
in November to raise funds for 2 local charities: 
The Graham Fraser Foundation and The Miracle 
Foundation. A total of £1,700 was raised by way 
of raffles, auctions and donations. The evening’s 
entertainment was provided by Tommy Twigg.

Fundraising

Fundraising

Once again, tenants have been active across our developments, raising money for great causes. 
Fantastic everyone!
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Glasgow 
Mission 
Bellshill
Tenants, family and staff from Corson Court 
collected for the Glasgow Mission and donated dry 
goods and toiletries for the needy.

Children  
In Need
Netherlee
In early November staff organised a Tea Party with 
raffle prizes on offer in aid of Children in Need and 
tenants, which raised £150.

Wishing Well 
Donation
High Blantyre
The High Blantyre development donated £145.03 
to The Haven in Blantyre, which supports families 
and carers affected by life-limiting illnesses. The 
donation was made up of coins collected from the 
development’s wishing well. 

Word Search

Puzzles

Easter Word Search

M U Q O E U A P E I C P

X H Y W E O E G G S A U

G I P S P R I N G M C J

C H O C O L A T E C B B

P C Y U G E Z O B H A C

E S P A R R C N U I S F

E K I U A H O O N C K A

P H E A S T E R N K E M

S E U Y S G O G Y S T I

Y S B N F L O W E R S L

F M R S T E R V O I D Y

GRASS
EASTER
HUNT

CHICKS
BASKETS
BUNNY

FAMILY
SPRING
EGGS

FLOWERS
CHOCOLATE
PEEPS

Fundraising
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Word Search

Word Search

Connie McKenzie from Portree was the winner 
of the Word Search Competition in the Winter 
edition of Trust Talk. Here’s Connie receiving  
a £20 Amazon voucher from coordinator  
Sophie Bain.

Send your Word Search entries by 30 April 2019 
to win £20 of vouchers.

Send to Stacey Williamson,  
12 New Mart Road, Edinburgh, 
EH14 1RL. 

Do you want a say in the what’s put into  
Trust Talk? Then join our editorial group.  
We currently have a mix of office and 
development staff and need to add some tenants 
into the mix. The group meet three times a year. 
We’ll arrange transport and overnight guest room 
accommodation if you need it. 

Contact Stacey Williamson if you’d like to join on 
swilliamson@trustha.org.uk or 0131 444 4937.

B M R H
V H T H E E G N C Q

Z D B L Q J G D G F T G K N P G Z G
N S L L V D R H B D V S F M L P R O
G L U I C C M A R K E T T O P R E W O L F P Z
M A B P R B C F L A N T I N G H L G K R F B J
P T J W S P R I N G B V D H A D I K E O N H D
Y E L L O W O B J D Z B F F P F N W A Y C D R

P C O L O R F U L D U L F T I O O L V D V
J K K Z G V W V D Q L MW P L R U A V Z L

D B P R E T T Y B W P P F N F K K W
F Q O K C H H A M Y C P I L Q Y

P L A N T H L O T W G
N Z K A K U Y R

V W K P L Y A A D W Q L
J G Z WM J C J E A J B H B J L J

L Y J Y F W A B A B O Y G C W A
M L F M A J F G A R D E N B B

D R L G R U K W R F C P Q
M M A B M P W H I T E

E B
P R
J F
W H
G K

TULIP
COLORFUL

PLANT
FARMER

SPRING
RED

GARDEN
MARKET

FLOWER
WHITE

FLOWERPOT
PRETTY

PETALS
PINK
GIFT

BEAUTIFUL

STEM
YELLOW

PLANTING
BULB
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Word Search

41Crossword

Crossword

Congratulations to Harry 
Parker, from Whitelaw 
Court, Dunfermline who 
won the last crossword 
competition and £20 
worth of vouchers. 

Return completed, by 
7th September, to Stacey 
Williamson at Trust 
Housing Association, 
12 New Mart Road, 
Edinburgh, EH14 1RL. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

9 10

11

12

13 14 15

16

17 18

19

20 21

22 23

Across
1 - Fastened; suspended (4)

3 - Bonhomie (8)

9 - Wealthiest (7)

10 - Have in common (5)

11 - Style of piano-based blues (6-6)

13 - Stadiums (6)

15 - Biochemical catalyst (6)

17 - Regardless of (12)

20 - Entrance barriers (5)

21 - Lubricated (7)

22 - Game that uses oblong pieces (8)

23 - Mix; agitate (4)

Down
1 - Tree of the birch family (8)

2 - Tortilla topped with cheese (5)

4 - Capital of Canada (6)

5 - Unplugged (12)

6 - Meaninglessness (7)

7 - Told an untruth (4)

8 - Type of food shop (12)

12 - Protector; guardian (8)

14 - Printed mistake (7)

16 - Climax or culmination (6)

18 - Tines (anag) (5)

19 - Matured (4)

41

Crossword
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42 Text goes hereSudoku

Sudoku

Test your numerical skills and have a go at 
Sudoku. This one’s just for fun.. 

42

Sudoku

5554 Sudoku

Test your numerical skills and have a go at 
Sudoku. This one’s just for fun. 

Sudoku

January

1st New Year’s Day

1st Ganjitsu

1st- 2nd Trust main offices closed

25th Burns Night

26th Customer Panel

April

1st Easter Sunday
2nd Easter Monday
2nd Trust main offices closed
8th Pascha
14th Vaisakhi
24th Focus Group – Edinburgh
26th Focus Group – Glasgow 
27th Customer Panel

July

26th Trust Board Meeting

27th Customer Panel

October

24th Trust Board Strategy Day

25th Trust Board Strategy Day

26th Customer Panel

30th Focus Group – Edinburgh

February

8th Trust Board Meeting

15th Parinirvana

16th Chinese New Year

23rd Customer Panel

May

1st Focus Group – Lanarkshire
3rd Focus Group – West
16th Ramadan begins
25th Customer Panel
29th Buddha Day
29th Trust Board Meeting

August

20th Yaum-Arafah

24th Customer Panel

November

Rent consultation
1st Focus Group – Glasgow
6th Diwali / Deepavali
8th Focus Group – Lanarkshire
9th Focus Group – West
11th Remembrance Sunday
23rd Birthday of Guru Nanak
23rd Customer Panel
30th St Andrew’s Day

March

2nd Lantern Festival

20th Jamsheedi Noruz 

23rd Customer Panel

29th Mahavir Jayanti

29th Trust Board Meeting

June

21st World Humanist Day

29nd Customer Panel

15th Eid-Ul-Fitr

September

19th Yom Kippur

26th   Tenants’ Conference and 
Annual General Meeting

26th Trust Board Meeting

28th Customer Panel

December

6th Trust Board Meeting

10th Human Rights Day

Trust main offices closed from 
24th Dec until 3rd Jan 2019

25th Christmas Day

31st Hogmanay

Customer Involvement
Dates for the Diary

Send us your 
stories now!
We’d love to hear 
about what you’ve 
been getting up to 
during this difficult 
time. Perhaps 
you’ve learnt a 
new skill? Picked 
up an old hobby? 
Read a good book 
which you can 
recommend? Send 
us your ideas on 
how we can all 
keep our spirits up!

Please email 
your pictures and 
stories to TTalk@
trustha.org.uk or 
keep a hold of 
them and post us 
your stories once 
this virus has gone 
away!

We’d love to hear 
from you.

Book Recommendation

If you like… Modern Thrillers
The Au Pair 
Emma Rous 

Emma Rous’ debut novel, The Au Pair, is a delightfully paced gothic tale about a 
family’s snarled secrets and what happens when you start pulling at their strings.

If you like… Historical Thrillers
The Doll Factory
Elizabeth Macneal 

The Doll Factory by Elizabeth Macneal is the intoxicating story of a young woman who 
aspires to be an artist, and the man whose obsession may destroy her world forever.

If you like… Feel-Good Non-Fiction (and pictures!)
The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse
Charlie Mackesy

The boy, the mole, the fox and the horse are four friends who share a deep, 
unshakable bond. Through a series of brief but profound conversations, Mackesy 
teases universal truths and rich wisdom from his characters, celebrating warmth and 
empathy in all its forms. 

If you like… Children’s Stories

Here We Are: Notes for Living on Planet Earth
Oliver Jeffers

Here We Are is a heartful book about our world, it’s people and places that will surely 
evoke some childlike wonder from your kids, and it has lots of lovely pictures!

Read any good books lately?
If you have read any good books recently, we’d love to hear from you. Please write to us at 
TTalk@trustha.org.uk to let us know of your recommendation. Or keep a hold of them and 
post them to us after this virus has gone away.

Book Recommendation

mailto:TTalk@trustha.org.uk
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TV Recomendations

If you’re fed up of conventional TV and seeing 
the doom and gloom on the news so regularly, 
you could think about trying a subscription based 
streaming service such as Netflix or Amazon 
Instant Video... 

They have an enormous selection of films and TV 
shows to keep you going, and many offer free 
trail periods of up to a month – perfect for the 
current situation!

If you are signing up for a free trial, make sure 
you remember to cancel your subscription before 
you get charged at the end of the month.

Here are some of the titles recommended 
by our staff…

Wild, Wild Country (available on Netflix)
This interesting six-part documentary series 
focuses on the true story of Indian guru Bhagwan 
Shree Rajneesh and his religious cult following 
in Oregon during the early 1980s. Highly 
controversial, the cult built a utopian city deep in 
the countryside that saw conflict with the locals 
escalate into a national scandal. Watch this for a 
lesson on how not to treat your neighbours!

Tiger King (available on Netflix)
Another hard to believe but true story, Tiger King 
is a documentary based on Joe Exotic, a tiger 
breeder who ran a roadside zoo in Oklahoma. 
His methods and treatment of the animals earned 
him a long-time critic in the form of activist Carol 
Baskin, whom Joe was convicted for plotting to 
murder in 2019. You’ll struggle to stop watching 
this shocking story.

Groundhog Day (available on Netflix)
An oldie but a goodie, Groundhog Day is just 
one of the many classic films available on Netflix. 
Starring Andie McDowell and Bill Murray, this 
fantasy comedy tells the story of a self-centred 
weatherman who learns a big lesson when he 
starts to inexplicably live the same day over and 
over. Enjoy the nostalgia of this timeless flick!

The Durrells (available on Netflix)
This heart-warming British comedy-drama 
series is based on Gerald Durrell's three 
autobiographical books about his family's four 
years (1935–1939) on the Greek Island of Corfu. 
With an eccentric mother and wildlife as pets, 
this makes for a great watch.

Parks and Recreation (available on Amazon 
Instant Video)
This US political satire sitcom sees Amy Poehler 
star as Leslie Knope, an ambitious but slightly 
goofy bureaucrat in an Indiana Parks and 
Recreation department. The show follows her 
team through the absurd antics of public officials 
as they pursue sundry projects to make their city 
a better place. Watch this for a bit of de-stressing 
fun. 

Star Trek: Piccard (available on Amazon 
Prime Video)
Created as a follow up series to 1987’s Next 
Generation and 2002’s Nemesis, this brand new 
show centres on Jean-Luc Picard (Sir Patrick 
Stewart) as he enters the next chapter of his life 
following his retirement from Starfleet. Watch this 
for a modern update to a story you know and 
love.

For the kids!
With children out of school and stuck indoors, it 
can be a challenge to keep them entertained.

Try KidsTube - this online video platform is 
designed specifically for children, and parents or 
guardians are able to set the website for different 
ages depending on the age of the child. The 
content is also controlled, making it a safer place 
for your kids to explore.

Cosmic kids yoga is also becoming a fast 
favourite on YouTube!

Thank You

Thank You

Across the world, in response to Covid-19, we are seeing 
individuals looking out for one another and going above and 
beyond to help others – family, NHS staff, carers, support workers, 
supermarket staff… the list goes on. We’re also seeing lovely 
examples of what people are calling ‘Acts of Kindness’ across 
communities.

If you would like to extend your thanks to anyone – a neighbour or 
a staff member or anyone else, please send your ‘Thank You‘ in 
to TTalk@trustha.org.uk or contact us over the phone and tell us 
all about their good deed on 0131 444 1200.

We’d love to publish some ‘Good News’ stories in our next edition.
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Update from Board
Board appointments
In March this year, Heather Pearson stepped down 
as Chair of the Trust Board after a 3 year term 
as Chair and a total of 9-years of service on the 
Board. In this time, Heather has seen Trust change 
and grow as an organisation and is rightly proud 
to leave behind a great legacy. Heather played 
a key role in guiding Trust through the strategic 
partnership with Wishaw & District HA and has 
helped shape the strategic direction of Trust in 
its ambitions to transform and become a sector 
leading housing provider.

Stepping up to the post of Chair will be John 
Burke who has been the Vice-Chair of the Board 
since 2016. John brings to the role of Chair 
a wealth of expertise including over 40 years’ 
experience of working in property investment 
management and development projects.

John will be supported by Gordon Laurie, who 
takes on the role of Vice-Chair of the Board. 
Gordon has spent over 35 years in the housing 
sector, including 17 years as Director of a large 
Scottish housing association.

Three new Board Members have also been co-
opted onto the Board. Ali Ross joined the Board 
in February and brings to the Board finance, audit 
and risk expertise. Ali has already undertaken two 
development visits to learn more about Trust and 
the services we provide. Ali very much enjoyed 
the visits to Kirk Loan in Edinburgh and Crusader 
Court in Livingston and was very grateful to the 
staff and tenants who met with her. 

As part of the partnership offer to Wishaw & 
District tenants, Trust promised to have Wishaw 
& District representation on the Trust Board, 
and this is particularly important as 40% of our 
business is now in the North Lanarkshire area. 
We have co-opted onto the Trust Board Nicky 
McLaughlin and Scot Smith who are Chair and 
Vice-Chair of the newly established Wishaw & 
District Area Committee.

Wishaw & District Area Committee
We have established a Wishaw & District 
Area Committee which is made up of tenants, 
members and service users to oversee the 
fulfilment of the Tenant Promises made to 
Wishaw & District tenants. We have held a very 
successful induction event and the Committee 
has now met three times. Do look out for further 
news about the Area Committee and its work 
in future Trust Talk editions and on the Trust 
website.

Trust News

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) 
Leaders in Diversity
Trust has once again been accredited with Leaders in Diversity. We are pleased to be recognised 
for our efforts in being an inclusive organisation. The process included a confidential survey 
completed by staff, senior management, tenants and partner organisations, as well as meetings with 
individuals and group discussions. Thank you for being part of the journey and for upholding the 
principles of Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) as a tenant or member of staff.

We're also delighted to achieve 19th position 
in the Top 100 Index 2020 in the UK which 
was announced by the National Centre for 
Diversity at its awards event in London on 16th 
January 2020. The National Centre for Diversity’s 
Top 100 Index showcased the hard work and 
successes that have been achieved by numerous 
organisations across the UK.

If you are interested in finding out more about our 
future equality activities, please contact Rohini 
Sharma Joshi, EDI Manager, on 0131 444 4950.

News and Information
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Older People 
Services 
Project 
The very successful Lottery-funded project, which 
helped make a difference to hundreds of ethnic 
minority older people, is coming to an end. The 
project will complete its three years by the end of 
April 2020. We will say goodbye to Bushra Sharif, 
Ruby Ng and Faiqa Haider who have worked very 
hard to deliver the project’s objectives. They will 
all be greatly missed and we wish them the best 
of luck in their new ventures.

As part of the project, between October 2019 
and January 2020, the Older People Project 
joined in partnership with Caesar & Howie, the 
central Scotland law group to deliver information 
on Powers of Attorney, making a Will, making 
a Living Will, care and care costs and Legal 
Aid. More than 250 ethnic minority older people 
attended 14 sessions at older people lunch clubs 
across Scotland which helped develop their 
understanding and knowledge of the subjects.

Happy to  
Translate 
Community 
Champions
Our ‘Community Champions’ are people who 
live in and work with people from ethnic minority 
communities who face a language barrier. The 
Community Champions raise awareness of 
Happy to Translate among the communities and 
inform people of their right to equal access to 
information and services and language assistance 
if they need it. We will continue to enrol and 
provide training to even more Community 
Champions in 2020 from different communities 
and locations all over Scotland.

Happy Chinese 
New Year
新年快乐 - Xīnnián kuàilè

January 25th 2020 marked the start of Chinese 
New Year – The Year of Metal Rat.

The Rat is the first of the Chinese zodiac animals. 
According to myth, the Jade Emperor said the 
order would be decided by the position in which 
they arrived at his party. The Rat tricked the Ox 
into giving him a ride. Then, just as they arrived 
at the finishing line, the Rat jumped down and 
landed ahead of the Ox, taking first position.

In Chinese culture, rats were seen as a sign of 
wealth and plenty. Because of their reproduction 
rate, married couples also prayed to them for 
children.

Rats are seen as being clever, optimistic, 
energetic, quick thinking, sensitive to others’ 
emotions and content with living a quiet peaceful 
life – although quite stubborn at times! 

News and Information

Something not quite 
right?
At Trust, it’s our job to make sure that you receive 
first-class services in your quality home. That’s 
why it’s vital for us to know what we’re doing well 
and what we could be doing better. 

If you feel that something isn’t quite right with the 
services you receive, please let us know – we 
value all feedback!

We have various ways in which you can let us 
know your thoughts and experiences. 

• Through our Satisfaction Survey that is issued 
annually. 

• Through taking part - in future - customer 
engagement groups or by chatting to a 
tenant member who attends. (In the current 
circumstances, give us a call on 0131 444 
1200 and we can help arrange phone contact).

• Through the feedback form on our website.

• By getting in touch with staff over the phone.

• Through our complaints handling procedure 
which is easy to access and use. We handle 
around 200 complaints every year and 
manage them in line with the guidance issued 
by the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman 
(SPSO). 

• Complaints can provide us with an early 
warning of problems. You can make a 
complaint through any member of staff or by 
filling in the form on our website. 

If you prefer, we are happy to record all 
comments and complaints anonymously. 

Learning from your 
feedback
In our last edition of Trust Talk, we shared a few 
examples of complaints which led to service 
improvements. We also promised to provide 
regular updates on how we have learnt from your 
feedback. Take a look at our recent examples 
below: 

Correcting our systems
In December, we received a complaint from a 
current tenant who was looking to transfer into 
a different Trust development. He had filled in an 
application online via Home for You but wasn’t 
contacted when a vacancy came up. Confused 
about this, he sent us an email and the incident 
was handled as a Stage 1 complaint. After doing 
some investigation, we realised that there had 
been a service change at the development he 
was applying for which hadn’t been reflected 
on our Home for You system, meaning that his 
application hadn’t pulled through correctly to the 
shortlist. 

In raising this complaint, the tenant highlighted 
an issue with our allocations system that we 
may not have become aware of otherwise. 
This meant that our allocations officers were 
able to run a review of the applicant list for the 
development in question, making sure the same 
thing hadn’t happened to anyone else. In a wider 
effort to make sure our applicants and tenants 
are not provided with the wrong information, the 
allocations team is also reviewing Home for You 
to make sure that all of the choices correctly 
reflect the service types offered at different 
developments.

Trust News
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Keeping you in the loop
It’s important to us that our tenants are kept in 
the loop about any repairs and maintenance 
works that are being carried out in their homes. 
Back in October, we received a complaint from a 
relative of an elderly tenant who was concerned 
about the amount of time that had passed since 
they last received an update about replacement 
works they were expecting. After investigating 
the issue, it was found that the contractors had 
experienced an administrative error that had led 
to the delay.

While we understand that these things can 
happen, we need to make efforts to improve 
the communication between parties so that our 
tenants are kept informed. To help with this, our 
Property Area Manager set up a new procedure 
with the Clerk of Works, asking that they send 
in a weekly report of all outstanding snagging 
work. This will keep issues on the radar and help 
reduce the chance that an issue like this one will 
happen again.

Trust Talk
Tenants responded well to our Green 
Environmental Theme in our last edition of 
Trust Talk. We even received a few comments 
afterwards about the environmental impact 
that our distribution of Trust Talk might have. 
Following this, we have been reviewing the 
length, print and distribution process of our Trust 
Talk newsletters….

We received confirmation from our supplier that, 
whilst our Trust Talks look quite glossy, the paper 
is 100% recyclable. The paper also comes from 
a mill which has sustainability accreditation. We 
explored the option of having Trust Talk printed 
onto recycled paper but there is a lack of supply 
in the marketplace and the largest supplier went 
out of business last year.

We’re also planning to pilot a change in how we 
distribute Trust Talk. This has been put on hold 
temporarily due to coronavirus as we do not 
want tenants having to share copies for hygiene 
reasons.

We’ve recently set up a new Working 
Group in which staff will regularly meet 
to review various sources of tenant 
feedback in depth. Whilst we already 
review comments and respond to 
complaints upon receipt, this group will 
allow for more in-depth analysis which 
will result in recommendations and 
improvements for operational managers 
to take forward. Regular updates will 
be reviewed by our Transformation 
Board (involving senior managers) and 
published in Trust Talk so you can see 
what changes are being made.

Customer Involvement

Customer Involvement

MarketeersMarketeers
The benefits of speaking (and writing) 
plainly
Over the last few months, the Marketeers 
(our tenants’ working group that looks at 
communication and marketing) has been doing a 
lot of work to help make Trust’s communication 
with tenants as understandable as possible. 
Obviously, it benefits everyone if communication 
is easily understood.

The Marketeers started by looking at some letters 
that had been written by staff. They discovered that 

• some staff write in a very traditional and formal 
way, which can mean that tenants struggle to 
understand the key message in a letter; and

• letters can be hard for tenants to read, 
especially, for example, where tenants have 
a visual impairment which means that short 
sentences and paragraphs are particularly 
helpful.

The Marketeers then rewrote the letters to make 
them simpler and easier to understand, while still 
including all the key information. The difference 
was significant!

Now, the important task for Trust is to roll out this 
work to all staff. To help with this, the Marketeers 
have drawn up a checklist on how to make 
letters easier to read. This will be shared with all 
staff shortly, alongside the original and revised 
letters. This will help staff to make all letters as 
easy as possible for tenants, and some standard 
template letters will also be reworked.

If you receive a letter from Trust that you think 
could have been simpler, or if you think it’s a very 
good example of straightforward communication, 
feel free to get in touch on 0131 444 1200 or 
email MComms@trustha.org.uk – the more 
examples we have the better!

As one of the tenants said –  
every letter should just follow KISS.

Keep It Short and Simple.

Trust News

mailto:MComms%40trustha.org.uk?subject=
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Customer Customer 
Panel UpdatePanel Update

By Lynda Fisher, Customer Panel ChairBy Lynda Fisher, Customer Panel Chair

Thank you very much to all the tenants who took 
the time to return our survey about your gardens, 
the first impressions of the outside of your 
buildings and how you think previous residents 
should be commemorated in your development. 
The response was really good, and we read every 
survey before finalising our recommendations to 
the Board.

Our recommendations are now finalised and 
were discussed with the relevant senior staff 
in Trust at our February meeting. Our scrutiny 
project has shown that there is great variation 
in the gardens and entrance foyers across our 
developments, with some tenants very satisfied, 
and others not so.

As well as gathering information from the 
surveys, we visited many developments and 
attended the Autumn Focus Groups, so we 
heard comments like:

“The gardens are beautifully maintained.” 
and “Our gardeners are marvellous.”

But we also heard things like:
“They’re not gardeners, they’re just grass 
cutters, and they don’t even do that right. 
They leave grass cuttings all over the place 
and it’s just a mess.” and “The development 
looks tired and unwelcoming now.”

Our recommendations focus on how Trust can 
ensure that tenants across Scotland get the 
same level of service. We know that gardens are 
really important to tenants and we want everyone 
to be able to take pride in the outside of their 
home, as well as the inside.

We are looking forward to meeting the Board to 
talk through our findings and recommendations, 
and then monitoring the actions that are agreed 
to improve things.

And, in other news, we have a new Panel member 
joining us soon – Sue McAleaney from our 
development in Lower Kessock Street, Inverness. 
Sue has said, “I am looking forward to meeting 
everyone and learning the ropes.” So we’ll be 
rolling out some training and getting her involved 
before we start our next scrutiny project. 

We have been testing Trust against Outcome 6 of 
the Scottish Social Housing Charter:

Social landlords, working in partnership 
with other agencies, help to ensure as far 
as reasonably possible that tenants and 
other customers live in well-maintained 
neighbourhoods where they feel safe. 

This year has focussed on the “well-maintained 
neighbourhoods” part, so next year will be 
about “feeling safe”. Please get in touch if you 
have any comments.

If you would like to get involved, please contact Katrina Hamilton on KHamilton2@trustha.org.uk or  
0131 444 4956

Care Inspectorate 

Care Inspectorate 

Wellbeing

Care Inspection Visits
Sheila Hook’s branch (number 2) and Jackie 
McLean’s branch (number 4) have been 
inspected and awarded grades of  
5 in both = very good. 

Gerry Brennan’s branch (number 3) was 
inspected in December of last year and whilst 
we are awaiting the final report, the draft one 

tells us we have been awarded grades of  
5 = very good.

Well done to everyone involved! 

We will update you on Elspeth Ward’s branch 
(number 1) in the next edition.

Customer Involvement

Inspection reports
As you know we get an inspection report after each of our inspections, it’s been a little tricky 
to make sure they are easy to find on our website… but we have a solution.

Go to Trust’s website – 

*Click on About Us

*Then on Our Performance 

*Scroll down to Care Inspectorate Reports

*Click on your branch number

This is what you will see… happy viewing. 
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Keeping the standards alive… 
our new Bubbles
To show how we put the principles of the Health and Social Care standards into practice at 
our developments. 

We have developed “bubbles” which will capture tenant’s feedback on how we meet the 
specific standard. 

For example, Responsive Care and Support 3.16 says: People have time to support and 
care for me and speak to me.

Tenants living in one of our developments said...

Dignity

&

Respect

Dignity

&

Respect

Responsive care

And

support

 

People that work here are very 
knowledgeable about their job, 

and always spend time chatting to 
me. If they don’t know the answer 
right away they always come back 
to me. This means I can ask them 

anything, and I know they will 
help

Housing, Care &
Support Provider

If you have any feedback you’d like to give or would like to be featured in one of our bubbles, 
please get in touch with Amanda Christie on 0131 444 4995.  

Care Inspectorate 

Care Inspectorate

Are you passionate about  
good care? 
The Care Inspectorate like people who use 
care services and their family members to 
help make sure care in Scotland continues 
to improve by becoming an inspection 
volunteer.

Inspection volunteers are members of the 
public who use a care service, have used a 
care service in the past or care for someone 
like a family member or friend who has used 
a care service. 

Volunteers help the Care Inspectorate get 
the views of people using care services. They 
work closely with the Care Inspectorate’s 
teams of specialist inspectors and together 
they help spot where things need to improve, 
help keep people safe and ensure that the 
rights of people receiving care are respected 
and their needs met.

After a programme of training and induction, 
you will spend time with service users 
and carers during inspections and ensure 
their views are reflected accurately in the 
inspection. Travel and expenses are paid.

This scheme will currently be on hold in light of Covid-19, however, for more information or 
to register your interest, please contact getinvolved@careinspectorate.com or telephone 
0345 6009527 for more information. 



Housing, Care &
Support Provider

Trust Housing Association Limited is a Registered Scottish Charity No. SC009086
Registered by The Scottish Housing Regulator HEP 143
Registered under the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014, No. 1778R(S)

This information is available in Braille, tape, large print and community languages. To request a 
copy please use the contact details below. Head Office Trust Housing Association Ltd 12 New 
Mart Road Edinburgh EH14 1RL Glasgow Office Trust Housing Association Ltd Pavilion 5, First 
Floor Watermark Business Park 345 Govan Road Glasgow G51 2SE 

Reporting a Repair 
For the time being we will only be carrying out essential repairs and maintenance.

What is an emergency repair? 

• No heating, hot water or power;

• Burning smell or exposed wires; 

• Smoke or carbon monoxide detector sounding continuously; 

• Burst pipes or blocked drains;

• Total loss of water supply;  

• If you can’t get into your property; 

• Severe leakage from the roof; 

• Dangerous or severely damaged roof tiles.

How to report a repair?

Tenants can report repairs through local staff, or you can go straight through to the Repairs Team at 
Head Office for their expert help – just call us on 0845 241 7792 (during office hours). 

If your repair is not an emergency, you can still contact the Team to let us know. Please also make 
use of the form on our website https://www.trustha.org.uk/our-tenants/report-repair/ 

Or you can email us at RTeam@trustha.org.uk

Out of hours emergency repairs - If you need an emergency repair when Head Office is closed, call 
0345 604 4686 or contact Hanover by pulling your cord or pressing your pendant.

https://www.trustha.org.uk/our-tenants/report-repair/
mailto:RTeam@trustha.org.uk

